
 

Handicapping the race: Editor’s Take 
  
Markey: Stress the record, Climate Change as a generational issue, reintroduce himself to MA 
voters as a potential power in the Senate if the Democrats win in 2020, and he’s not ever 
running for President so is focused on Massachusetts and the work.   
 
Markey saw Capuano go down and, combined with 2 polls in 2018 showing him in serious trouble, 
realized he needed to make some moves to the left and down the age scale so he hooked himself to 
AOC and the Green New Deal. Early assumptions were that if Markey upped his game, waved his 
accomplishments, and went young and global he could hold off a serious threat in the primary just 
like Galvin. When he caught a few low visibility contenders he looked like he might be alright but he 
had to know that if his poll numbers didn’t improve and the 2nd tier candidates began to rise 
someone more serious, like Pressley, might enter and then it would be a race. Insiders surmised that 
before that were to occur, Markey would retire and endorse Kennedy.  
 
Instead, Markey made it clear he didn’t care about the numbers and he wasn’t getting out for anyone 
so a draft Kennedy group emerged and Markey went on the offensive starting with Warren’s 
endorsement and piling up a ton of local elected leaders. Markey and Kennedy aides got in a tiff and 
an outside group dropped a poll that showed Markey not just losing to Kennedy in the primary but 
possibly losing to Baker in a general. Markey now knew Kennedy was definitely coming so he waited 
for Kennedy to announce and immediately challenged the field to a debate on climate change. This 
was a solid move by inviting the field to the big show, Markey  hopes to bring their visibility up, 
highlighting that there is a woman in the field, and if anyone outperforms Kennedy Markey wins, 
….new game. Assuming Kennedy take the bait.     
  
Kennedy: Define his personal profile/style, ease the boomer out without fracturing the 
millennial/boomer coalition, hold the left generationally and move the issue set to the middle 
by focusing on lower middle and working-class economics and confront Trump indirectly by 
focusing on immigration.  
 
Kennedy didn’t want to do it, the polling numbers made him. Who knows, maybe he was just waiting 
for Warren’s seat, one way or the other. In any case, Joe was hoping Ed would bail after he 
performed so poorly against Moulton and Healy in the 2018 polls. When Markey didn’t quit Joe let a 



draft group loose and dropped a few more polls to warn Ed he was coming and when Ed still didn’t 
take the hint, Joe quietly announced. 
 
Kennedy couldn’t take the chance that Markey’s numbers would never recover and a 2nd tier 
candidate like Liss-Riordan might catch some air in the polls which would then suck in someone like 
Pressley who could win sending her straight to the national stage. 
 
A new US Senator would crowd Kennedy at home and nationally. If he waits for Warren to leave 
even if she won he would be the junior Senator and he might have to wait until 2028 to run for 
president as the 2rd Democrat in a row. However, if Kennedy runs against Markey and wins as 
Warren loses, in the primary or the general, he is on deck to be the Democratic nominee for 
President in 2024.  
 
Kennedy can take the debate bait and look to knock Markey out because an adequate performance 
would do or he can stall a little, say he wants to debate but not just yet and see if Markey money and 
support dries up.   
  
BIG THOUGHTS: In 1948 when Republicans still controlled most all political offices, 50% of the 
Massachusetts electorate was registered as Independent, with Democrats and Republicans evenly 
split. In 1952 JFK ran for the Senate with a strategy to bring Independent voters into the Democratic 
primary in order to beat the urban Democrats that controlled the Party and then the Republicans.  
 
His election opened the door for those independents, many with higher incomes and educations (like 
JFK), to move into the Democratic party in the 50’s, and created the Dukakis-Kerry profile 
Democratic peaking in 1984 at about 50% of the electorate. Now that’s realignment. 
 
Since 1984 Democrats have slowly moved out of the party into the unenrolled ranks so unenrolls are 
now 51% of the electorate even as the party continues to hold most all offices. So, I think we have 
been ripe for some kind of realignment for a few years now we just needed a BIG race.  
 
If Kennedy decides too, and has the ability to speak to white working class and middleclass voters 
around status and economic issues, he has a chance to realign the Massachusetts electorate with 
implications for state and national politics.  



 
If Markey, or anyone else, outperforms Kennedy at the first debate, regardless of the ensuing polls, 
Markey would be encouraged to stick. If he could find the climate change g-spot that would finally 
put the issue on the front burner he could hold the Democratic millennials and go after the 
middleclass and white working-class voters with the job elements of the Green New Deal. If the 
milkman’s son made Senator can bring down a Kennedy on climate change he’s HUGE.   
  
MassPOPS has decided to focus our research efforts over the next year on defining and then 
identifying a group of voters we call UBERCRATS: younger and more liberal Democrats that are 
challenging the Democratic establishment.  
 
  
 
   
 


